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Methodology

In conjunction with Lake Research Partners, Impact Research conducted a 
statewide online poll of registered voters in Montana.

The sample includes a total of N=642 registered voters.

Interviews were conducted between June 15 – 21, 2022. 

The confidence interval for a sample of this size is +/- 3.9 at the 95% level 
of confidence. The confidence interval for subgroups varies and is higher.
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Ø With Montana voters squarely focused on inflation and rising costs, lowering out-of-pocket health care costs is 
more important than ever. Overall, 47% of voters in the state say inflation and rising costs should be Congress’ top 
priority, and 70% agree that the costs of health care are going up more than other things they need. By more than a 2-
to-1 margin, voters’ main concern within health care is that out-of-pocket costs are too high. 

Ø As a result of high out-of-pocket costs, medical debt is widespread. A majority of voters (63%) have either had 
their household finances seriously affected by medical debt or know someone who has. Among voters that have had 
their finances affected, 71% say they or someone close to them have had medical bills go into collections.

Ø Voters want to see direct measures to control costs and think capping the amount insurers can charge overall 
or capping deductibles would help the most. More than 50% of voters think insurance caps would do the most to 
reduce health care costs.

Ø There is unanimous agreement (85%) that it’s more important than ever for insurance to cover mental health 
care, but voters struggle to access it. Voters mostly point to the lack of insurance coverage for mental health care as 
the main barrier keeping people from being able to access it.

Ø Reducing health care costs continues to be a strong politically beneficial platform for candidates. In what is sure 
to be a hotly contested political environment (the generic ballot is 29% Democrat, 45% Republican, 26% persuadable), 
more than 6-in-10 voters (67%) say they are more likely to support a candidate who makes reducing health care costs 
their top priority, including strong majorities of persuadable voters (61%). 

Key Findings
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POLITICAL 
LANDSCAPE
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Among registered voters, Republicans have a 16-point advantage, 
with about a quarter of voters still persuadable.
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GENERIC BALLOT
Democratic candidates Republican candidates Persuadable

DEM -
GOP -16 +1 +3

Nearly three-quarters of Independents and half of moderates are persuadable.
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An overwhelming majority overall and across party lines 
are more likely to support a candidate who makes 
reducing health care costs a top priority.
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Would you be more or less likely to support a political candidate who made reducing health care costs their top 
priority, or would it make no difference?
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STATE OF MONTANA’S CURRENT 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
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In an open-end, Montanans mostly say health care in 
Montana is expensive.
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What is the first word or phrase that comes to mind when you think of 
health care in Montana? [OPEN-END]
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Less than half of voters think things are going positively with 
people having access to affordable health care in Montana.
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Poor
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Not so good
32

Don't know
13

Good
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Excellent
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How would you rate the way things are going with 
people having access to affordable health care in 

Montana?
It is in a state 

of crisis
6

It has major 
problems
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It has minor 
problems

37

Don't know
13

It does not have 
any problems
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Which of these statements do you think best 
describes the health care system in Montana today?

Essentially everyone admits there are at least some problems with the state’s health care.
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Voters cite out-of-pocket costs being too high as the biggest 
issue in Montana’s health care system.
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Out-of-pocket costs are too high

Too many people lack access to mental health services

Too many people lack coverage

Too many people lack access to health care providers

The system is confusing and difficult to navigate

Too many people lack access to resources like healthy foods or
transportation to doctor's appointments to be healthy

Care is not personalized

Insurance coverage is not dependable

There are no issues with the health care system today

What do you think is the single biggest issue people face with the health care system in Montana today? 

Voters view it as the biggest issue by more than a 2-to-1 margin.
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Deductibles are the cost that people struggle with the most. 
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Deductibles, the costs for you doctor or hospital visits that you
are responsible for before your insurance begins covering them

Premiums, the set monthly amount of you pay for your health
insurance

Copays, the amount your insurance requires you to pay every
time you go to the doctor

Out-of-pocket prescription drug costs

Out-of-network charges for doctor or hospital visits that are not
covered under your insurance

Choose the cost that: 
Is the biggest issue for you personally You think has gone up the most in the last two years

In addition to deductibles, over 30% think premiums and copays have also gone up significantly over the last 
two years.
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Voters mostly lay the blame for high health care costs 
at the feet of insurance companies.
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What part of the health care industry do you think is the most to blame for 
the high cost of health care? [OPEN-END]

The government and pharmaceutical/drug companies also get some blame.
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More than anything else, voters agree their health care costs are 
going up every year.
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The amount I pay for health care seems to be going up every year. 

At some point, I have skipped or delayed going to the doctor or hospital 
because I was concerned about the out-of-pocket costs.

I feel like insurance companies nickel and dime me with all of the out-of-
pocket costs I have to pay.

It's impossible for me to know what my health care costs are going to 
be, because out-of-pocket costs are so unpredictable.

The amount I pay for health care seems to be going up every year by 
even more than other things I need.

I am frustrated by the out-of-pocket prescription drug costs I have to 
pay.

It's easy to find out how much you will actually pay in out-pocket-costs 
for a doctor visit or procedure if you look.

HEALTH CARE STATEMENTS
Strongly agree Somewhat agree

Voters agree it’s hard to know exactly what their health care costs are, and have skipped treatment as a result.
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There’s a consensus among voters that it’s important cover 
mental health care, but a majority think it’s difficult to find 
providers.
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It is difficult to find mental health providers 
that are affordable or covered by insurance.

It is more important now than ever that 
insurance cover mental health care so it's 

affordable.

HEALTH CARE STATEMENTS
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Roughly half of voters say the greatest barriers to mental 
health care are lack of coverage or out-of-pocket costs.
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They are not all covered by insurance

The lack of mental health care providers

The out-of-pocket costs

The difficulty of accessing treatments and
prescriptions

Which of the following do you think is the greatest barrier keeping people from being able to 
access mental health care? 



MEDICAL DEBT
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Medical bill for something that wasn't covered by 
insurance

Delay needed care because of out-of-pocket costs

Surprise medical bill

Denied coverage by insurance

Insurance require medication or treatment plan switch

Unable to afford the monthly health care premium

An illness or medical emergency force bankruptcy

Kicked off health care coverage

Happened to you Concerned about happening to you

Over three-quarters of Montana voters have received a medical bill 
they thought was covered but wasn’t or a surprise medical bill.
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14% of registered voters are concerned that an illness or medical emergency could force them into bankruptcy.

HEALTH CARE SITUATIONS
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A majority (63%) say they, or someone close to them, have had 
their finances seriously affected by medical bills.
Of those that have, over 70% have personally had a medical bill go into collections or knows someone who has.

No
28

Don't know
9Yes, 

someone I 
know has

31

Yes, I have
32

Have you or has someone you know well had their 
household finances seriously affected by medical bills 

in the last two years? 
No
21

Don’t know
8

Yes, some 
I know well 

has
28

Yes, I have
43

[IF YES] Have you or someone you know well ever 
had any medical bill go into collections? 



POLICY SOLUTIONS
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Capping costs and regulating pharmacy benefits are the policies 
voters think will do the most to reduce health care costs. 
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Require health insurers and pharmacy benefit managers to
pass the rebates or discounts they receive from drug

companies on to patients

Cap insurance deductibles at a level that is low enough that
people don't go into debt when getting the health care they

need

Place a cap on the amount health insurers can make
patients pay for their deductibles, copays, and other out-of-

pocket costs

Allow the federal government to negotiate prescription drug
prices for those on Medicare

Strengthen coverage protections for people with pre-
existing conditions.

POLICY SOLUTIONS
Do a lot to reduce costs Do a little to reduce costs

%  Total 
reduce costs

Dem. Ind. Rep.

85 74 65

79 46 49

79 64 45

79 58 40

65 43 40

While slightly lower in intensity, a majority of voters in Montana think that placing a cap insurers can make patients pay on deductibles, copays, 
and other out-of-pocket costs and allowing the federal to negotiate prescription drug prices for those on Medicaid will also reduce costs. 
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Though lower in intensity, a majority of Montana voters think that increasing 
transparency around costs will reduce costs. 
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Create a government-run health care system, like Medicare for All

Create a public health insurance option so anyone that wants to
can buy into Medicaid coverage

Prevent insurance plans from selling plans that cover so little that
going to the doctor isn't affordable even with insurance

Require doctors' offices and hospitals to be transparent and
provide the cost of scheduled procedures in advance up front

Require every plan insurance companies sell to provide real
prescription drug coverage

POLICY SOLUTIONS
Do a lot to reduce costs Do a little to reduce costs

Around half of voters think it will reduce costs if insurance companies are prevented from selling insurance plans that provide little 
coverage and requiring insurance companies to provide real prescription drug coverage. 
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A vast majority of Montana voters prioritize VA and rural 
hospitals, and they want lower prescription drug prices.
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Ensure VA hospitals are widely accessible

Prevent closures of rural hospitals

Negotiate lower prescription drug prices

Ensure insurance companies fully cover telehealth

Provide a lower cost Affordable Care Act option

Improve broadband for telehealth

HEALTH CARE PRIORITIES
Very Important Total Important

Making telehealth more accessible and providing a lower cost ACA option are also important to a majority of voters.
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Montanans are not happy with how their state legislature is 
handling health care affordability.
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Only 15% of voters have a positive opinion of the state legislature’s job on this issue, with 68% having a 
negative opinion.
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OPINION OF THE STATE LEGISLATURE ON 
HEALTH CARE AFFORDABILITY


